R. Dabrowski introduced certain natural multiplier operators which map from the entropy norm spaces of B. Korenblum into the Hardy space Re//1. We show that the images of the entropy norm spaces in Re//1 do not include all of that space.
Introduction
We consider the entropy norm spaces of Korenblum [4] . He defined an entropy function k : [0, 1] -► [0, 1] to be a concave, continuous, increasing function with k(0) = 0. We denote by K0 the set of such functions such that k'(0) = limJC_o+ k(x)/x = oo. According to Dabrowski [1] to each k £ K0 there is a unique probability measure p -pK such that K{x)=f fd_mdi Korenblum [4] ; this formula for the norm is due to Dabrowski [4] .) We denote by CK C C(T) the space of continuous 1-periodic functions of finite entropy norm.
In [2] , Dabrowski introduced an operator TK : CK -► Re 77', given by TKf(t)= j f ^f(f(t)-f(I))dp(s)dx .. . Now we suppose that there is a k £ K0 and a g £ CK such that TKg = f. We write g as \^cnen. Then since TKg = / we have cn = a"/'ftn, n > 1. This enables us to write g as J2T c" cos(2nnt) where c" > 0 for all « > 0.
We assume that g £ CK which implies that g is bounded. Consequently (since g has a cosine series with positive coefficients), we must have £3 c« < °c or Ysanlfin < oo-Therefore 00 / j \2 1 <" S Ui5fTT) J E < ~'
We must also have oo .
(2) T,j?fi"<o°-n=\ [By Lang [5] , fi" compares with «/c(l/«) -n2 J0l/"K(t)dt = tc'(l/n) where k(x) = ^JQxK(t)dt. We have ic(x) = j0xic'(t)dt, so this integral must be convergent; we may estimate this integral by the sum which is nonsense. So there cannot be k £ K0, g £ CK such that TKg = f, and we are done. D
